
 
 

 

 Grade: 9th  
Unit Two: Star-Crossed Romances (myPerspectives Unit 4)  

 Timeline: Quarter Two 
 
Unit Overview:  Whether it means defying a family feud or a civil war, people have had to face incredible challenges to be with their 
true loves. When there are tragic outcomes, questions about who or what is responsible can be painful. This unit has been designed 
to allow you to explore a range of star-crossed romances - both fictional and real. As you read, you will examine the conflicts between 
destiny and personal choice. 
 

*Important note for PreAP teachers who have attended the LTF trainings: LTF Units are allowed in lieu of or in conjunction with 
Pearson units. 

STANDARDS ADDRESSED IN THIS UNIT 

ESSENTIAL (Ongoing Standards Highlighted) 

RL.9-10.1/RI.9-10.1 - Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the 
text says directly (explicitly) and what is implied (implicitly).  

RL.9-10.4/RI.10-4.4 - Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, 
including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the cumulative impact of specific word 
choices on meaning and tone (e.g., how the language evokes a sense of time and place; how it 
sets a formal or informal tone). 

RI.9-10.6/RL.9-10.6 - Analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience reflected in a work 
of literature from outside the United States, drawing on a wide reading of world literature. 
Determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how an author uses rhetoric 
to advance that point of view or purpose. 

SUPPORTING 

 
RL 9-10.3 - Analyze how complex characters develop 
over the course of a text, interact with other characters, 
and advance the 
plot or develop the theme. 
 
RI 9-10.3 - Analyze how the author structures an 
analysis or series of ideas or events, including the 
order in which the points 
are made, how they are introduced and developed, and 
the connections that are drawn between them. 
 
L 9-10.1 - Demonstrate command of the conventions of 
standard English grammar and usage when writing or 
speaking as appropriate for Grades 9-10. 

● L.9-10.1.A Use parallel structure. 
● L.9-10.1.B Use various types of phrases and 

clauses to convey specific meanings and add 
variety and interest to writing or 
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W.9-10.1 - Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using 
valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 

W.9-10.2 - Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, 
and information clearly and accurately through the effective selection, organization, and analysis 
of content. 

presentations. 
● L.9-10.1.C Form and use verbs in the 

conditional and subjunctive mood. 
● L.9-10.1.D Recognize and correct 

inappropriate shifts in verb voice and mood. 
● L.9-10.1.F Place phrases and clauses within a 

sentence, recognizing and correcting 
misplaced and dangling modifiers.  

 
L 9-10.5 - Demonstrate understanding of figurative 
language, word relationships, and nuances in word 
meanings, as appropriate for the grade level.  

● L.9-10.5.A Interpret figures of speech (e.g., 
euphemism, oxymoron) in context and 
analyze their role in the text. 

● L.9-10.5.B Analyze nuances in the meaning of 
words with similar denotations. 

LEARNING PROGRESSION 

Grade Below - RI.8.1/RL.8.1, RL.8.4/RI.8.4, RL.8.6, W.8.1, W.8.2 
 

STUDENT-FRIENDLY LEARNING TARGETS 

RL.9-10.1/RI.9-10.1  
I can cite strong and detailed textual evidence to prove what the text says directly and implicitly.  
RL.9-10.4/RI.10-4.4  
I can determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text.  
I can analyze the impact of word choices on meaning and tone. 
RI.9-10.6/RL.9-10.6  
I can analyze a particular point of view or cultural experience drawing on a wide reading of world literature.  
I can determine an author's point of view or purpose in a text and consider how an author uses rhetoric to achieve that point of view or purpose. 
W.9-10.1  
I can write arguments to support claims, using valid reasoning and evidence. 
W.9-10.2  
I can write informative/explanatory texts. 
I can examine and convey complex ideas, concepts, and information through the effective selection, organization, and analysis of content. 
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KEY ACADEMIC VOCABULARY 

Explicitly 
Implicity 
Figurative meaning 
Connotative meaning 
Cumulative Impact 
Tone (Formal and Informal) 
Informative/Explanatory 
Argument 
Claim 
Warrant 
Point of View 
Author’s purpose 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 

● Do we determine our own destinies? 
● Are we governed by fate or free will? 
● What conclusion can be drawn from the relationship between men and women in the texts? Children and adults?  
● What roles do fate and free will play in our lives? 
● How do outside factors, such as society and biology, influence our ideas about fate and free will? 
● How does literature inform our ideas about fate and free will? 
● How are people transformed through their relationships with others? 
● Do teenagers have the ability to be “in love”? 
● Is “true love” able to be defined? 
● Are there forces in life in which people have no control? 
● Can love produce unexplainable behaviors? 
● How do social boundaries affect people’s interactions with others? 
● Evaluate the reason/rationale behind including parallel storylines in the text.  
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TEXT OPTIONS 

 
● Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare  

(In MyPerspectives Textbook - Unit 4) 
● The Fault in Our Stars by John Green 
● Leaving Paradise by Simone Elkeles 
● Five Feet Apart by Mikki Daughtry, 

Rachael Lippincott, and Tobias Iaconis 
 

ASSESSMENTS 

Please read: The assessment process is cyclical, meaning after the first round of assessments are distributed, there should be a reteach, 
interventions, and enrichments. A second round of post-tests for students who did not reach mastery for each standard being assessed should 
be given.  
Pre-Assessments (Team Generated) 

● Week 1 
Formative Assessments (Team Generated) 

● Between weeks 2-5 
Post-Assessments (Team Generated) 

● Week 6-7 
Reteach/Remediate/Enrich/Reassess as needed throughout the unit. 

 

Intervention Plan 

Intensive 
➔ Conference with students about their 

progress, guide them in creating a plan 

Strategic - 
➔ Plan specific supports for identified 

weak areas in students’ 

Good to Go  
➔ Encourage student to work towards 

Level 4 in the Proficiency Scale(s), 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j1dsviijff54fuSlwx4jmXYZRyZr0Kxa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j1dsviijff54fuSlwx4jmXYZRyZr0Kxa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1j1dsviijff54fuSlwx4jmXYZRyZr0Kxa/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JL6iyekl3te8f-WwcFtOEjDErfAceu1j/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JL6iyekl3te8f-WwcFtOEjDErfAceu1j/view?usp=sharing


 
 

for improvement,  
➔ Contact support staff, such as City 

Year for additional intervention 
➔ Partner with colleagues and/or 

co-teacher 
➔ Contact  the student’s support system 

[parent/caregiver] 
➔ Plan specific supports for identified 

weak areas in students’ understanding 
of the content and/or skills  

understanding of the content and/or 
skills teacher working with the other 
group. 

which will extend and deepen their 
understanding of the content and skills. 
 

 

 

Optional Instructional Plans 

Week 1 

Week 2  

Week 3 

Week 4  

Week 5  

Week 6 

 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:  
 

● Division of Elementary and Secondary Education - Playbook covering standards RL/RI.9-10.1, RL/RI.9-10.4, and W.9-10.1 

● Division of Elementary and Secondary Education - Playbook covering standard W.9-10.1 (Argumentative Writing) 

● Newsela myPerspectives Unit 4 Text Set - Nonfiction articles that align with the Star-Crossed Romances Unit 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18n1R60D1SewDDjaVe35CgIV7qca7jFpp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vlRvKigHvLayYQO1qAZsPMLCMoCaYsVG/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZwyfgxW4cUrbyyrXws7V3PZTehlCQ5Nr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MZq_tb0QUB0cJDzxD2gn0SHR6_ZHgNTt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yKP3BoQZN6DCd2GEMv7xK-zOwfi9jI7R/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uSWe9zFj5lj3GsH2khXr56h1ZjfX15yj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13aEtMdGbtk0UlzeTijkOmIBHb-oR77lv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15zqBUXCY_6jZESnnWP9ZIt3V3TEqkGIH/view?usp=sharing
https://newsela.com/subject/ela/2000002745/2000022400/2000022246/2000022250


 
 

● Newsela articles aligned to novel selections for this unit can be found in the 9th grade literacy support group on Schoology (Access code: 

4FXB-CST5-TR472) 

● Romeo and Juliet Resources 

○ Finding Character Flaws - Blame Game 

○ Romeo and Juliet Argumentative Writing Mind Map 

○ Who’s to Blame Presentation Project 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u2k9qFRHc2SLNks2st2FCjp3Bi0g6wR8XohVoTbRWbk/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16cYReYiMFGyLvAXBDoRr9Ld3zJ0iYdffWPGh513vJ5o/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1iNuBIj7gOIsnpFteLmMhnWS6Zldqd23C0Z1LMtC_FRE/copy

